About Us

HP Tuners is an automotive aftermarket software company that focuses on providing industry leading tuning solutions for hundreds of vehicles. With dominant market coverage of domestic OBD2 vehicles, HP Tuners support has expanded to include many international brands such as Audi, Mercedes, Nissan, Porsche, Toyota and many more.

The latest generation MPVI2 offers a new feature rich VCM Editor and Scanner, and various platform specific hardware solutions. The powerful tools offered by HP Tuners bring an almost endless array of digital adjustments, seamless live logging, vehicle diagnostics and tuning abilities. Whether you are building a dedicated track car, a drag missile, or just want more fuel efficiency or better towing for your daily driver, HP Tuners has the software that will let you get the most out of your vehicle.

Product Overview

MPVI2

The latest generation of vehicle calibration interface hardware from HP Tuners

VCM Suite

The software suite that changed the game

- **VCM Editor** gives you unparalleled control over your vehicle’s control modules. It allows for adjustment of parameters such as spark, fuel, RPM limits, transmission shift points, exhaust valve control and much more.

- **VCM Scanner** is the most comprehensive scan tool on the market, allowing the user to view, chart and log diagnostic data in real time in both gauge and chart form, then playback at variable speeds.

IP Rights

**HP Tuners** - Electronic hardware and electronic interface devices to allow computers and mobile devices to communicate with vehicles; electronic hardware and electronic interface devices for automotive tuning and diagnosis; automotive testing, diagnosis and tuning equipment; downloadable software for recording, editing, displaying, and transmitting data and audiovisual information relating to motorsports, automotive performance and auto racing; downloadable software for recording, creating and editing videos incorporating telemetry data in the field of automotive performance, motorsports and auto racing; downloadable software for automotive testing, diagnosis and tuning; pre-recorded USB flash drives featuring software for automotive testing, diagnosis and tuning.

**MPVI2** - Electronic hardware and electronic interface devices to allow computers and mobile devices to communicate with vehicles; electronic hardware and electronic interface devices for automotive tuning and diagnosis; automotive testing, diagnosis, and tuning equipment.

**VCM Suite** - Computer software for performance automotive tuning